I review the classic literature in generative grammar and Marr's three-level program for cognitive science to defend the Evaluation Metric as a psychological theory of language learning. Focusing on well-established facts of language variation, change, and use, I argue that optimal statistical principles embodied in Bayesian inference models are ill-suited for language acquisition. Specific attention will be given to the Subset Problem: indirect negative evidence, which can be attractively formulated in the Bayesian framework, is ineffective when the statistical properties of language are examined in detail. As an alternative, I suggest that the Tolerance Principle (Yang 2016) provides a unified solution for the problem of induction and generalization: it bridges the computational and algorithm levels in Marr's formulation, while retaining the commitment to the formal and empirical constraints in child language development.

1 An I-language approach

As I understand it, the Evaluation Metric was conceived as a mechanical procedure that chooses the simplest among alternative analyses, and was first applied in Chomsky's Master's thesis to provide an account of Modern Hebrew morphophonemics (1951). Similar discussions can be found in The Logical Structure of Linguistic Theory (LSLT; Chomsky 1955), but it was in Aspects where the Evaluation Metric took a decidedly psychological turn. The Aspects model of language acquisition has the following components (Chomsky 1965:§6):

1. a technique of representing input signals
2. a way of representing structural information about these signals
3. some initial delimitation of a class of possible hypotheses about language structure
4. a method of determining what each such hypothesis implies with respect to each sentence
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e. a method for selecting one of the (presumably, infinitely many) hypotheses that are allowed by (c) and are compatible with the given primary linguistic data

The Evaluation Metric, or (1e), becomes part of the language learning algorithm that the child uses to identify the correct grammar from the primary linguistic data. The study of Evaluation Metrics reached its height in the years that immediately followed: *The Sound Pattern of English* (SPE; Chomsky and Halle 1968), for instance, put forward several detailed technical proposals that were intensively discussed and debated.

It is possible to read too much into a word but the term Evaluation Metric (or Measure) was rebranded as Evaluation Procedure in SPE, perhaps reflecting the change from an information-theoretic conception in LSLT to an explicitly algorithmic commitment from Aspects on. But a central feature has remained constant throughout these developments. The Evaluation Metric has always been understood within an empirical framework of linguistic theory, rather than a generic preconception of simplicity or optimality. In LSLT, the selection of a grammar (relative to a corpus) requires the justification of a general theory of linguistic structure: it is not a “mathematical game” detached from the reality of the world’s languages (I-3.1), but “one indispensable aspect of the validation of a grammar of a given language is the construction of grammars for other languages” (I-11). In modern terms, an Evaluation Metric is embedded in a particular theory of Universal Grammar. The empirical nature of the Evaluation Metric is strongly emphasized in Aspects (§7). Chomsky rejects simplicity as “a general notion somehow understood in advance outside of linguistic theory”. The pool of grammars available for evaluation is a psychological object: “(W)e are given, in part, an empirical pairing of certain kinds of primary linguistic data with certain grammars that are in fact constructed by people presented with such data”. The requirement of explanatory adequacy places further constraints on the Evaluation Metric: Can it guide the child to the target grammar “within the given constraints of time and access, and within the range of observed uniformity of output?” (p54). To use the terminology introduced in Chomsky 1986, an Evaluation Metric is part of one’s I-language, an individual’s internal system of linguistic knowledge. The empirical, and domain-specific, orientation of the Evaluation Metric in turn has had significant implications for the role of simplicity in the philosophy of science (e.g., Sober 1975).

From the 1970s on, however, the Evaluation Metric all but vanished except in the relative small field of formal learnability. There are multiple reasons for this, some reasonable and some not, but the net effect is that a mechanistic approach to language, strongly embodied in early generative grammar, received less attention, and the study of language acquisition has suffered as a result. Progress has been limited to what the child knows about her language at which specific stage of development, rather than how such linguistic knowledge is attained. For instance, the language-specific phonetic/phonemic inventory is largely established before the age of 1:0 (Werker and Tees 1984, Kuhl et al. 1992) but there is no successful account of how these linguistic units emerge from the input or how the phonological grammar is selected. Very young children show mastery of language-specific syntactic categories and rules (Brown 1973): production errors are vanishingly rare (Valian 1986), rule usage is systematically productive (Yang 2013) and can guide the child to deduce the properties of novel words (Shi and Melançon 2010). Yet the distributional learning models for category and rule learning are nowhere near to the requisite level of accuracy. The Principles and Parameter framework (Chomsky 1981), a very successful “delimitation of a class of possible hypotheses about language structure”, does take away some of the tasks originally charged to the Evaluation Metric, but we still do not know what kind of
learning algorithm can navigate through a realistically complex space of grammars (Yang 2002a, Sakas and Fodor 2012).

The renewed interest in the Evaluation Metric, then, can only be a welcome move to understand how the components of language acquisition in (1) fit together. And we surely are in a better position than the 1960s to investigate these issues. The availability of electronic corpora, including those from child and child-directed language, provides an increasingly accurate measure of the input to as well as the output of language acquisition. Advances in computational learning theory and high performance hardware have made the investigation of Evaluation Metrics more practical than before. But along with these new developments lurks the danger of taking us further away from understanding child language, unless the empirical nature of the Evaluation Metric remains in sight.

In this paper, I would like to reinforce the conception of Evaluation Metrics as a component of the I-language, and develop a critique of idealized approaches to language learning. The argument comes in three parts. Section 2 reviews Marr’s influential three-level program for cognitive science, which has often been invoked as the intellectual background for idealized learning models. As we shall see, however, the computational level advocated and practiced by Marr, just like the Evaluation Metric in generative grammar, is in fact deeply connected with considerations at the other levels. Section 3 is devoted to the unique difficulties that arise in language learning. Reviewing studies of language variation, change, and use, I suggest that the ideal observer model of statistical inference is ill-suited for language acquisition. Special attention will be given to indirect negative evidence, a powerful learning strategy that has been used to eliminate superset hypotheses in Bayesian inference (e.g., the Size Principle; Tenenbaum and Griffiths 2001, Xu and Tenenbaum 2007). Focusing on a class of English adjectives and its acquisition, I show that the statistical distribution of language blunts the effectiveness of indirect negative evidence regardless of its formulation. Section 4 develops a more positive line of the argument. I review the Tolerance Principle (Yang 2002b, 2005, 2016), an Evaluation Metric driven by the principle of computational efficiency and grounded in the empirical study of language structure and use. The Tolerance Principle provides a calculus that allows the learner to determine the correct scope of linguistic generalizations. As a case study, I show that the Tolerance Principle successfully resolves the acquisition of English dative constructions (Baker 1979, Pinker 1989), a classic puzzle in language learnability and development. Section 5 is the conclusion.

2 Poor man’s vision and the idealized observer

When developing models of language learning, there is always a delicate balancing act in striving for the most general result while still contributing to the specific studies of language development by children. The maximally general statement “Let there be N grammars” is the default starting position for the mathematician: it may lead to formal results applicable across frameworks but can hardly inform the child how to set the head directionality parameter. On my view, a great virtue of the traditional language learnability research (e.g., Wexler and Culicover 1980, Berwick 1985, Dresher and Kaye 1990, Gibson and Wexler 1994, Sakas and Fodor 2001, Yang 2002a) lies in its respect for what is known, or what can be plausibly assumed, about the actual language acquisition process.

The development of an Evaluation Metric, which is now regarded as a component of the language learning model, faces exactly the same challenge. In the extreme case, one may trivialize
the delimitation of possible grammars (as in 1d) and rely on the Evaluation Metric to carry the full load of language acquisition. One of the earliest examples in this direction is the Bayesian framework of grammatical inference developed by Horning (1969), which has been revived and extended in recent years (e.g., Johnson et al. 2006, Perfors et al. 2011, O’Donnell 2015). In Horning’s model, the learner evaluates probabilistic context free grammars (PCFG), a formal language model well known to be inappropriate for human language syntax on formal (Huybregts 1984, Shieber 1985) as well as probabilistic (Manning and Schütze 1999) grounds. No Evaluation Metric can salvage a learning model where the hypotheses are not “in fact constructed by people”.

These concerns are not unique to the study of language but are of great importance to anyone interested in understanding how learning actually works. It is worth remembering that the mathematical psychology of learning (e.g., Estes 1950, Bush and Mosteller 1951), which has generated a rich and rigorous body of literature, is equally committed to empirically plausible and testable learning mechanisms even though it generally focuses on much simpler behavioral domains than language. In an article that anticipates many contemporary discussions (e.g., Jones and Love 2011, Bowers and Davis 2012, Marcus and Davis 2013), Pat Suppes (1966) critically assesses the Bayesian approach of learning (“concept formation”) and decision making. According to the Bayesian view, the problem of inductive inference is to be replaced with the selection of a probabilistic distribution over “all the possible states of the world and all the possible future histories” (p22) which presumably include hypotheses never constructed by people. For Suppes, the problem of concept formation is strikingly similar to the language acquisition model in Aspects:

It is, I would take it, the central problem of a theory of concept formation to provide such a structure and to state the laws by which organisms use the structure to solve the problem confronting them. ... On the other hand, it is precisely the imposition of structures that seems to be necessary to bring some order and constraints to discouragingly large number of possible concepts that may be considered in solving even a relatively simple problem. ... The core of the problem is that of developing an adequate psychological theory to describe, analyze and predict the structure imposed by organisms on the bewildering complexities of possible alternatives facing them. (p43, p47)

In other words, the learner requires “some initial delimitation of a class of possible hypotheses” and “a method of determining what each such hypothesis implies with respect to each sentence”: a “UG” for conception formation, in addition to an effective mechanism that chooses the correct hypothesis from the available candidate set. Suppes points out that in behavioral studies, hypotheses are actually formed as the subject processes information but not available a priori to be evaluated in Bayesian terms. He also enumerates some major difficulties in relating the Bayesian approach with well-established results in the stimulus-sampling tradition, where again the subject shows adaptive responses that seems best accounted for by online learning as input stimuli are presented.

Suppes’s remarks are highly pertinent to the study of language learning, which we develop further in Section 3. The proponents of the Bayesian approach would not deny the delimiting factors on possible concepts or grammars; in fact, they would be happy to include these among the set of prior hypotheses. In practice, however, research energy is typically devoted to calibrating the statistical machinery (e.g., prior probabilities, likelihood functions) which can be
fitted across domains, rather than working out or incorporating constraints specific to the topic of study. To take a concrete example, consider a narrow task in the problem of word learning, namely, the identification the semantic reference of phonological words (that is, /kæt/ is that fuzzy thing that meows). There is a class of “global” models that attempts to resolve the problem of Referential ambiguity by aggregating situational data from a large number of word occurrences with lexical items (e.g., “cat”). These models, broadly known as cross-situational learning, record the totality of the information presented to the learner to identify the best lexicon from the space of all possible lexicons (Xu and Tenenbaum 2007, Yu and Smith 2007, Frank et al. 2009, Fazly et al. 2010). Putting aside computational issues for the moment (more in Section 3), these proposals are at odds with a series of experimental results showing that not only do experimental subjects (obviously) fail to evaluate all possible lexicons, they seem to attend to probably no more than two referents for each learning instance (Medina et al. 2011, Trueswell et al. 2013, Köhne et al. 2013, Stevens et al. 2014).

Nevertheless, recent years have seen a surge of interest in idealized models that do not share the traditional concerns in the study of learning. It has become acceptable, or even commendable, to develop idealized learning models (e.g., Chater and Vitányi 2007, Xu and Tenenbaum 2007, Goldwater et al. 2009, Perfors et al. 2011, Feldman et al. 2013) that explicitly disavow any claim of psychological mechanisms. Learning is viewed as an idealized observer that chooses the optimal or near-optimal hypothesis amongst (generally) a vast set of candidates, typically in the framework of Bayesian inference (Tenenbaum et al. 2011).

At this point, the spirit of David Marr (2010) is trotted out. The rhetorical point is that a model needn’t be feasible as long as it operates at Marr’s computational level, a specification of the problem to be solved (e.g., the input/output conditions of language acquisition), rather than the representational structure, algorithmic process, or neurobiological implementation of how language is actually learned. For instance, a leading group of Bayesian cognitive scientists state that “(T)he probability calculus then describes inferences that can be drawn by combining these beliefs with new evidence, without the need to commit to a process-level explanation of how these inferences are performed (Marr 2010)” (Goodman et al. 2015: p539). Similarly, Tenenbaum et al. (2011) invoke the computational level as a prerequisite to “reverse engineer” human learning and cognitive systems.

For a field such as language acquisition, these recent developments do not seem to represent progress. In the formal study of language acquisition, the absence of a process-level learning model, or unrealistic assumptions about the learner’s computational capacity, is viewed as defects not virtues. Had idealized learning been accepted, the problem of language acquisition would have been solved long ago. For instance, if the learner were to have access to the D-structure of sentences — surely an idealized learner can read off the care-taker’s intentional states — then we already have the learnability proof of Aspects-style transformational grammars (Wexler and Culicover 1980). Similarly, if the requirement of explanatory adequacy is dispensed with, then a learner can embark on a random walk in the land of grammars. Under most modern theories of language (Chomsky 1981, Prince and Smolensky 1993), the finiteness of possible grammars guarantees that they will eventually stumble upon the target grammar eventually, long after everyone on the planet earth is dead.

Furthermore, I believe that the idealized learning approach as currently proclaimed and practiced is a misreading of Marr’s program, in both spirit and letter. In the remainder of this section, I discuss Marr’s own work and the research tradition it has engendered, including con-
what is the goal of the computation, why is it appropriate, and what is the logic of the strategy by which it can be carried out
How can this computational theory be implemented? In particular, what is the representation for the input and output, and what is the algorithm for the transformation
How can the representation and algorithm be realized physically?

Table 1: Description of the three levels, from Marr 2010.

In Marr's own work, a computational level theory should inform the study of the algorithmic and implementational levels, which in turn provide constraints for the computational level. It is instructive to consider what Marr himself (Marr 2010: p111) regards as a computational level theory, the cooperative algorithm for stereo disparity proposed by Marr and Poggio (1976) and elaborated in subsequent work (Marr et al. 1978, Marr and Poggio 1979).

In vision, objects separated in depth are perceived at slightly different positions by the two eyes. The brain can make use of the angular disparity in the two images to estimate the distance of the object from the viewer. The problem of stereo disparity is to establish the correspondence between the two images by attending to the relative positions of certain locations such as the lines and edges of objects. The problem is one of ambiguity resolution. On a random-dot stereogram of the type studied by Julesz (1971) (and can often be found at airport shops), n dots will

---

1I am indebted to Constantine Lignos who, in his dissertation (2013), initiated the discussion of Marr’s levels in the setting of language acquisition, with specific reference to the problem of infant word segmentation.

2All page numbers in Marr’s Vision refer to the 2010 MIT Press reprinting of the original 1982 edition.
be perceived by both the left and the right eyes: the ambiguity lies in which correspond to which out of the logically possible $n^2$ pairs. Instead of framing the stereopsis problem as the search for the globally optimal solution, Marr and Poggio proposed an iterative algorithm that directly encodes structural constraints that can operationalized in a strictly local fashion. Their theory is schematically outlined as follows, where I have taken the liberty to simplify the notation.

$$C_{t+1}^t = \sigma \left[ \sum_{C \in S} C^t - \sum_{C \in O} C^t \right]$$

Here $C$ stands for the state of a cell or processor placed on a two-dimensional grid where the horizontal and vertical lines represent the lines of sights from the left and the right eye. The state of a cell at the time, or $C^t$, has the value of 1 if two black dots from the two images can match, and 0 otherwise. In the formulation above, $C_{t+1}^t$ is determined, via a threshold function $\sigma$, by the states of cells at time $t$ in its two local neighborhoods on the grid: specifically, the difference between the overall level of excitation and inhibition defined over two local neighborhood regions, $S$ and $O$, respectively. The definition of $S$ and $O$ directly encodes psychophysical constraints of stereopsis. For instance, the Uniqueness constraint (Rule 2; Marr and Poggio 1976 and Marr 2010: p115) holds that a black dot from one image generally cannot match more than one black dot from the other image. This constraint is implemented by asserting that if a particular cell has the state value of 1, then all the cells along the horizontal and vertical lines, i.e., those in the inhibitory neighborhood ($O$), must have the value of 0. As the algorithm iterates, the state of cells changes, triggering changes in the excitatory and inhibitory neighborhoods all the while. The algorithm converges when the states of the cells are static ($C_{t+1}^t = C^t$ for all cells).

This is probably more computer vision than warranted in a paper on English dative constructions but I wish to make clear that in Marr’s own conception and practice, the computational theory does in fact “commit to a process-level explanation of how these inferences are performed” (pace Goodman et al. 2015). The stereo disparity algorithm above is not an idealized model but one that builds on psychophysical motivations and comes with attractive computational properties. It converges rapidly and accurately, which was demonstrated by simulation and later formally analyzed (Marr et al. 1978, Grimson 1981). Furthermore, the notion of the cell as a computing device was inspired by the available neurophysiological evidence for disparity detectors in the primary visual cortex. Indeed, further studies in the psychophysics of stereopsis prompted the revision of the Marr and Poggio 1976 model, resulting in the theory of Marr and Poggio (1979), which Marr regarded as superior because it provided a better bridging between the levels (2010: p111).

Over the years, however, the interdependence across the three levels seems lost on many of Marr’s followers. As the quote from Goodman et al. (2015) shows, modern cognitive scientists appear to hold that, as long as Marr is invoked, a computational theory can operate with impunity, free from the formal and empirical constraints in the domain where the problem is to be solved. This doesn’t seem to be the interpretation that Marr had in mind. In a recent tribute to Marr’s contribution to computational neuroscience, Willshaw et al. (2015) seek to correct these misunderstandings exemplified in purely bottom-up “hypothesis-free ‘omic’ neuroscience” such as the Human Brain Project and “implementation-free computational approaches that aim to explore whether the brain functions according to optimality principles”.

---

3Tommy Poggio, Marr’s closest collaborator, similarly cautions against the detachments of the three levels and
A common reading of his later work is that it is appropriate and sufficient to start from the computational level; divorced from implementation considerations, information processing can be readily formulated as optimal inference and control, using ideas from fields such as statistics, operations research, economics and machine learning. However, as recognized throughout the book *Vision*, these accounts are limited. In all but the very simplest circumstances, optimal inferences and control are radically intractable for animal and machine alike, and so are formally limited or even useless. ... This opens a critical channel of reverse communication between Marr’s three levels. (Willshaw et al. 2015: p8)

Marr might have foreseen the misunderstandings in the years to come. In any case, he certainly regarded the actual human information processing capacity to be the primary criterion for the development of computational theories. In an imaged conversation with a skeptical interlocutor:

[Question] I cannot really accept that the computational theory is so independent of the other levels. To be precise, I can imagine that two quite distinct theories of a process might be possible. Theory 1 might be vastly superior to theory 2, which may be only a poor man's vision in some way, but it could happen that neural nets have no easy way of implementing theory 1 but can do theory 2 very well. Effort would thus be misplaced in an elaborate development of theory 1.

[Answer] Yes, this could certainly happen, and I think it already has in the case of deriving shape from shading. I would not be at all surprised if it was unreasonably difficult to solve Horn's integral equations for shape shading with neural networks, yet the equations can be solved on a computer for simple cases. Human ability to infer shape from shading is very limited, and it may be based on simplistic assumptions that are often violated — a sort of theory 2 of the kind you mentioned. Nevertheless, I doubt that the effort put into a deep study like Horn's was misplaced, even in the circumstances. Although it will not yield direct information about human shape-from-shading strategies, it probably provides indispensable background information for discovering the particular poor man's version that we ourselves use. (Marr 2010: p339)

We are in the business to understand the poor man's vision, not that of an idealized observer. Likewise, we are interested in how children learn human languages, not how an all-powerful computing machine may stumble on the meaning of “cat”.

Before we return to the problem of language learning, I should state up front that the Bayesian inference model has made important contributions to the study of learning and decision making and will continue to do so. Yet as we shall see, the empirical studies of language turn up some unique and serious challenges. My central claim is that optimal statistical principles, as embodied in the current Bayesian inference models, are problematic computational level theories for language acquisition, even if their detachment from the other levels were granted.

---

strongly emphasizes the need for reintegration (Marr 2010: p365).
3 Bayesian optimality and linguistic reality

It is easy to see why the Bayesian inference model offers a natural implementation for the Evaluation Metric. A set of candidate grammars is provided and the Bayesian framework offers a principled method for selecting the winner. Most Bayesian inference models in language and cognitive model adopt the maximum a posteriori estimator and have the following components:

\[(2)\]

a. a set of hypotheses to be selected \(H\);

b. the prior probabilities of the hypotheses \(P(H)\);

c. a likelihood function that calculates the probability of the observed learning data \(D\) under the hypotheses \(H\), or \(P(D|H)\), to obtain

d. the posterior probabilities of the hypotheses \(P(H|D) = P(H)P(D|H)/P(D)\) (Bayes’s rule), which are normalized by \(P(D)\) to select the optimal hypothesis \(\hat{H} = \arg\max_H P(H)P(D|H)\).

Consider a non-linguistic example. Suppose that there are two coins, one fair and one biased with heads on both sides. We randomly select one and would like to know whether it is fair or biased on the basis of its behavior. Here the prior probabilities of \(P(H = \text{fair})\) and \(P(H = \text{biased})\) are both \(1/2\). The data, \(D\), consists of 100 trials of coin toss where we observed only heads. The likelihoods are, \(P(D|H = \text{fair}) = 1/2^{100}\) and \(P(D|H = \text{biased}) = 1\). Multiplying with the prior probabilities, it is clear than \(H = \text{biased}\) is overwhelmingly favored over \(H = \text{fair}\).

So far so reasonable, and Bayesian inference has found successful applications in many problems of science and engineering. Indeed, for language researchers, including those in the generative tradition, this appears to be one of the most attractive features of the Bayesian framework. Surely we can put all of our favorite UG assumptions — principles, parameters, constraints, etc. — into the hypothesis set. Furthermore, varying their prior probabilities allows for a principled way to state markedness, defaults, learning biases, and even typological tendencies. In short, put whatever you want in the priors, and trust the good Reverend Bayes to pick the winner.

Unfortunately, in the domain of language, and quite unlike the coin toss example above, we have little idea about the priors and likelihoods about the hypotheses that correspond to actual linguistic data. A simple twist on the coin toss problem illustrates the need to independently justify all the components of the Bayesian program (2). Instead picking one of the two coins randomly, consider the case where someone hands us one of them, and the same sequence of 100 heads ensues. If you still think that the coin is almost surely biased, then you are not a very good Bayesian — or more interestingly, Bayesian inference is not a good model of you, a psychological object. In fact, we cannot be confident at all about any conclusion. The reason is that we do not know anything about the prior probabilities. Suppose that the coin-giver always hands over the fair coin: the posterior probability of \(P(H = \text{fair}|D = 100\text{ heads})\) is of course 1!

In practice, then, we see many Bayesian models of language where prior probabilities and likelihood functions are chosen arbitrarily or on the basis of unverified intuition. For instance, grammars with fewer symbols or lexicons with shorter words are favored with higher prior probabilities (Goldwater et al. 2009, Perfors et al. 2010, 2011), even though there is no evidence that word length, which varies across languages due to their phonotactic properties, affects the vocabulary development (e.g., Tardif et al. 1997), or that languages with more rules (e.g., presumably those with freer word order) are harder to learn than languages with fewer rules (Brown
More worryingly, model parameters are often manually tuned to produce the desired outcome, to maximize performance scores (e.g., Frank et al. 2009, Dillon et al. 2013, Feldman et al. 2013) or to fit experimental findings (e.g., Culbertson et al. 2012, Myslín and Levy 2016) without further validation of testing on unseen data. The choice of likelihood function is also often ad-hoc, because there has been little empirical study of the actual likelihood functions used in language (if they are used in language). What the Bayesian model needs is the probability of sentences such as “Thank you” and “He drinks coffee” under a specific grammar, but these questions have never been seriously investigated. (After all, the key task for the child, and the acquisition researcher, is to formulate a grammar that produces “I am hungry”, not how often “I am hungry” is produced.) Of course, there have been many formulations of specific probabilistic language models (e.g., N-grams, Markov chains, PCFGs, etc.) under which the probabilities of strings can be calculated, usually under various independence assumptions. The question, then, concerns the empirical legitimacy of these models which are almost always multiplicative in nature: shorter sentences are favored exponentially over longer ones and language is in effect a finite system, which is by no means a universally accepted assumption (Chomsky 1957).

In what follows, I will largely sidestep these details of Bayesian implementation. Rather, I will focus on some empirical aspects of language that pose more fundamental challenges for the principles of Bayesian approach regardless of its specific formulation.

3.1 Optimal inference and language variation

The optimal principles of Bayesian inference seem too rigid to account for the fact of language variation, change, and use.

Consider an idealized setup that is strongly analogous to the coin toss example above. Suppose the learner is to choose between two opposite values for a syntactic parameter such as verb raising. Here the value is [+ ] for French (H+) and [-] for English (H-) and the two languages can be distinguished by the position of finite main verbs relative to negation and certain adverbs: “Jean voit, souvent/pas t Marie” is possible for French but not English. Given a sample of French data which presumably contains such disambiguating sentences, \( P(D|H+) \) will be lowered; \( P(D|H-) \) will be favored by the child learner, and the parameter value for French can be correctly set. In this idealized setting of language learning, the Bayesian model is imminently applicable.

But significant difficulties arise when a fuller range of linguistic facts is taken into account.

First, it is now firmly established that linguistic environments, and the individual’s linguistic knowledge, are both inherently variable (Weinreich et al. 1968). There are numerous instances of stable linguistic variation, where the speakers in a speech community show remarkably uniform levels of variable rule or grammar use (Labov 1972, 2007). In the much studied phenomenon known as “t/d-deletion” (Labov 1989), for instance, English speakers probabilistically omit the word-final alveolar stops in a structurally well-defined set of words (“just” becomes /jus/, “bagged” becomes /baeɡ/), and their phonological, morphological, and grammatical environments have strong influence on the rate of deletion. Young children by the age of 3;0 can successfully acquire both the structural and probabilistic constraints on these linguistic vari-

---

4 Though how well it works must be compared against alternative formulations, some of which are domain specific (e.g., triggering; Gibson and Wexler 1994) while others are domain general (e.g., reinforcement learning such as the Bush and Mosteller (1951) model of linear reward penalty scheme used in Yang 2002a for parameter setting).
ables (Roberts and Labov 1995, Smith 2009). Similar results have been found for the acquisition of morphology, syntax, and semantics under inconsistent or unstable input conditions (Miller and Schmitt 2012, Yang et al. 2015, Han et al. 2016).

The situation of language change is similar. When historical linguists use terms such as “erosion” or “optionality”, they are describing the gradual competition of alternative linguistic forms over time. One of the most detailed studies concerns the rise of the periphrastic do in the history of English (Kroch 1989), where the older grammatical of moving the main verb to Tense (similar to Modern French noted earlier) was gradually replaced by the new form which places do in the Tense position. Over the span of several centuries, sentences such as “Quene Ester looked never with swich an eye”, where the finite verb (“looked”) preceded the adverb (“never”), slowly disappeared. Detailed analysis of historical data shows clearly that an individual speaker/writer had simultaneous command of multiple grammatical options at the level of phonology, morphology, and syntax (Taylor 1994, Pintzuk 1999, Sankoff and Blondeau 2007). For instance, in Santorini (1992)’s study of 16th century Yiddish texts, an author demonstrated simultaneous use of an older INFL-final and an newer INFL-medial grammar — highlighted by the boldfaced finite verbs in (3) — on consecutive pages of the manuscript.

(3) a. vas er zeyn tag fun zeynm[r(ebe) gilertn **hat** what he his day from his rabbi **learned has** 'what he learned from his rabbi in his day'

b. d[a]z der mensh **git** erst oyf in di **hikh** that the human **goes** first up in the height 'the people first grow in height'

It is difficult to reconcile the Bayesian inference model with the fact of linguistic variation. In fact, it is difficult to see how language could ever change under Bayesian inference. When a new, and ultimately winning, linguistic variant first emerged, it necessarily constitutes a low probability event in the environment, and is therefore subject to immediate elimination under the Bayesian optimality assumption, resulting in no change at all.\(^5\) In the few studies of language change in the Bayesian framework, these issues are overlooked. For instance, in the iterated learning model (e.g., Kirby et al. 2007), the child only learns from a single individual in the previous/parent generation. As Niyogi and Berwick (2009)’s formal analysis shows, the iterated learning model is never able to converge on a shared language for the whole community; the uniformity of language variation and change that can be observed across a speech community, however, is striking (Labov 1972, Kroch 1995). Furthermore, the Bayesian character of iterating learning implies that the child will only acquire one grammar out of those in a linguistically heterogeneous environment, which is contrary to the reality of language variation and change just reviewed. At the minimum, then, a Bayesian learner must be able to converge on a distribution of mutually incompatible hypotheses in the environment: the optimal statistical principle of selecting the maximum a posteriori hypothesis need to be relaxed or abandoned.

In my earlier work (Yang 2000, 2002a), I have suggested that the heterogeneity and dynamics of language variation can be straightforwardly accounted for by reinforcement learning models

---

\(^5\)Or immediately favored, for whatever reason, eliminating the old form instantly, which is also inconsistent with the record of variation in language change.
from mathematical psychology. For instance, a rodent can gradually converge on the probabilities of reward/penalty available at the two branches of a T-maze. The behavior of probability matching is sub-optimal: the rodent is better off heading toward the branch with the higher probability of receiving a reward, rather than spreading its odds over multiple options. As it stands, Bayesian inference models, which favor optimal actions, must be supplemented with ancillary assumptions to reproduce probability matching behavior (Eberhardt and Danks 2011, Bowers and Davis 2012). In some cases, strikingly non-Bayesian heuristic strategies are adopted to approximate Bayesian optimization. For instance, the “win-stay, lose-shift” strategy (Steyvers et al. 2009, Bonawitz et al. 2014) is straight from reinforcement learning (Robbins 1952, Sutton and Barto 1998): it seems more informative to call a spade a spade.

Finally, language throws up even more puzzling facts under optimal statistical principles. Linguists have long noticed that many linguistic expressions are simply ineffable. In a classic paper, Halle (1973) draws attention to morphological “gaps”, the absence of inflected words for no apparent reason. For instance, there are about seventy verbs in Russian which lack an acceptable first person singular non-past form:

(4) *lažu ‘I climb’
    *pobežu (or *pobeždu) ‘I conquer’
    *deržu ‘I talk rudely’
    *muču ‘I stir up’
    *erunžu ‘I behave foolishly’

Such defective gaps are quite widespread across languages; see Baerman et al. 2010 for a recent survey. Even in English, not known for its morphological complexity, the past participle of *stride seems absent in English, as neither *strode nor *stridden, never mind *strided, is generally unacceptable to native speakers (Pinker 1999). In most cases of gaps, the affected items are relatively few in number and concentrated in various corners of the morphological system. It is thus interesting to find a spectacular failure of language in the singular genitive system of Polish masculine nouns, which affect hundreds of items. There are two suffixes for the singular genitive (-a and -u) but neither passes the standard tests for default as in the English -ed past tense (Dąbrowska 2001). Of the two suffixes, one is necessarily more frequent, covering a statistical majority of words: in any case, the Bayesian optimality framework would favor one of the two options. Yet the Polish speakers we have surveyed are at a loss when asked to supply an ending for the following masculine nouns:

(5) drut ‘wire’
    rower ‘bike’
    balon ‘balloon’
    karabin ‘rifle’
    autobus ‘bus’
    lotos ‘lotus flower’

That is not to say that the learner will always recapitulate the statistical distribution of linguistics variants in the environment. In fact, the distribution may be gradually altered by the relative “fitness” of the competing variants, resulting in language change; see (Yang 2000) for details. Or, the measure of optimality, which is generally construed as expected payoff/penalty in the behavioral studies, would have to be reconceptualized.
Sometimes even the best is not good enough.

### 3.2 Optimal inference and computational complexity

From a computational perspective, the Bayesian detachment from psychological mechanisms is understandable. The problem of Bayesian inference is well known to be intractable (Dagum and Luby 1993, Chickering et al. 2004), and even approximation algorithms are prohibitively expensive (e.g., Kwisthout et al. 2011). To see the scale of the problem, consider the Bayesian model of word learning that requires the child to select the optimal lexicon out of the space of all conceivable lexicons (Xu and Tenenbaum 2007, Frank et al. 2009). If there are \( n \) phonological words and \( m \) referents, the learner needs to consider all the possible mappings between all possible subsets of \( n \) and all possible subsets of \( m \). A few minutes of child-directed speech in a crowded living room may result in more lexicons than the number of particles in the observable universe.

As noted earlier, the Bayesian inference approach to language learning is not new, and its computational intractability was recognized by Horning (1969) himself in his pioneering work. Recent years have seen the development of efficient approximation methods (e.g., Geman and Geman 1984, Gilks et al. 1996, Blei et al. 2003) that enables practical optimization although how well a Bayesian model works must be assessed on a case by case basis. The advantage of Bayesian models is not obvious.\(^8\)

Consider several comparisons in the domain of language learning. In syntactic acquisition, a hierarchical Bayesian learning model for English dative constructions (Perfors et al. 2010) does not perform better than a much simpler reinforcement learning model. (Villavicencio et al. 2013). In the domain of morphology, Sirts and Goldwater (2013) developed a semi-supervised Bayesian model that uses a corpus of morphologically annotated words. The training time is a week on fifty thousand words, but it provides very modest performance gain over a completely unsupervised and psycholinguistically inspired online learning model (Lignos 2010), which churns through almost nine hundred thousand words in half an hour. The Bayesian model of word learning proposed by Frank et al. (2009), which carries out approximation inference over the set of all possible lexicons: 500 child-directed utterances took 500 hours of computing time, yet it is outperformed by a resource-constrained online model ("Pursuit") that considers no more than two meaning candidates at any instance of learning (Stevens et al. 2014) which processed the same 500 utterances in under one second. Interestingly, these alternatives to the Bayesian approach are all instances of reinforcement learning. It is conceivable that these psychological learning mechanisms, which are evolutionarily ancient and widely available through the animal kingdom, may have shaped the way language is structured and used. As a result, they are more adept at detecting linguistic signals in the stochastic environment of language use than idealized learning models conceived in an ecological vacuum.

I now turn to a particular application of Bayesian inference which has proved very attractive for a long-standing puzzle in language acquisition: indirect negative evidence as a strategy for the Subset Problem.

Indirect negative evidence (Chomsky 1981) is a powerful tool in language learning. As soon as Gold presented his overwhelmingly negative learnability results, he offered three strategies

---

\(^8\)Due to the stochastic nature of approximation methods, there are some practical difficulties in assessing the performance of Bayesian models: How long should one allow the search to run? How close does the best solution (when the search terminates) approach the true global optimum? The complexity of Bayesian inference can easily overwhelm most research groups’ computing resources.
that may lead to positive learnability (Gold 1967: p454):

(6)  a. restrictions on the space of hypotheses
    b.  negative evidence
    c.  restrictions on the distribution of learning data

(6a) and (6b) are familiar: the former has been rigorously pursued in both generative grammar (Chomsky 1965, 1981, Prince and Smolensky 1993) and the identification of learnable language classes (Angluin 1982, Kanazawa 1998, Clark and Eyraud 2007), and the latter has been long recognized as infeasible, ineffective, and certainly unnecessary for the successful acquisition of language (Brown and Hanlon 1970, Heath 1983). (6c) is indirect negative evidence. In Gold’s own words:

There is an a priori restriction on the class of texts which can occur, such as a restriction on the order of text presentation. The child may learn that a certain string is not acceptable by the fact that it never occurs in a certain context. This would constitute a negative instance. (Gold 1967: p454)

That is, absence of evidence can be used as evidence of absence.

Most language acquisition researchers recognize the appeal as well as pitfalls of indirect negative evidence. The Subset Problem, which has always received considerable attention in the formal studies of learning, clearly illustrates why indirect negative evidence would be desirable if justified. Consider the schematic illustration in Figure 1:

![Figure 1: The target, and smaller, hypothesis g is a proper subset of the larger hypothesis G.](image)

Suppose the target hypothesis is g but the child has instead conjectured a superset hypothesis G. They will never be contradicted by the learning data because every instance of g is also compatible with the more general G. Indirect negative evidence to rescue: if the learner fails to observe + forms which are expected under G but not g, then it can retreat back to g in response. However, the effectiveness of indirect negative evidence has always been questioned. For instance, Pinker’s wide-ranging study notes that to use indirect negative evidence, one needs to specify “under exactly what circumstances does a child conclude that a nonwitnessed sentence is ungrammatical” (1989: p40): every proposal under review is shown to be problematic, leading him to reject indirect negative evidence as “virtually a statement of the original learning problem”.

Berwick’s Subset Principle (1985) approaches the Subset Problem by requiring the learner to attend to the smaller/subset hypothesis first. But the computational complexity of using the
Subset Principle is too high to be practical. In order to determine the subset-superset relations, the learner may need to compare the extensions of these hypotheses (i.e., the potentially infinite sets of strings they generate), which may not even be computable (Osherson et al. 1986). In a study of a linguistically realistic domain of syntactic parameters, Fodor and Sakas (2005) find that the computational cost of detecting subset relations among a finite set of grammars is prohibitively high. Without a feasible means of computing the expectations of hypotheses—that, the + expressions in the non-overlapping region of \((G - g)\)—indirect negative evidence is unusable.

Probabilistic learning models such as Bayesian inference provides a natural formulation of indirect negative evidence. Failing to observe a sentence in a corpus of one thousand words is one thing—one may not have got around to use it—but its absence in a corpus of fifty million words is more conspicuous, and potentially stronger clue for its ungrammaticality. But a probabilistic formulation of indirect negative evidence does not fundamentally change the nature of the computational problem (Niyogi 2006). In practice, the likelihood function needs to be specially formulated to produce the desired outcome: again, many have followed Horning’s formulation (1969) in treating longer sentences as in effect ungrammatical and thus language is finite. Another widely used strategy in recent Bayesian learning models, including those applied to language acquisition is the Size Principle (Tenenbaum and Griffiths 2001). Take Xu and Tenenbaum’s word learning model (2007):

Consider a hypothesis about the word’s extension that picks out a finite set of \(K\) objects. The likelihood of picking any one object at random from this set of size \(K\) would be \(1/K\) and for \(n\) objects (sampled with replacement), \(1/K^n\). This reasoning leads to the following likelihood function:

\[
p(X|h) = \left[ \frac{1}{\text{size}(h)} \right]^n
\]

if \(x_i \in h\) for all \(i\), and 0 otherwise. We refer to [the] equation as the size principle for scoring hypotheses: Hypotheses with smaller extensions assign greater probability than do large hypotheses to the same data, and they assign exponentially greater probability as the number of consistent examples increases. (Xu and Tenenbaum 2007: p252)

As Xu and Tenenbaum note (p252), this formulation is exactly the statistical formulation of the Subset Principle (Berwick 1985, Wexler and Culicover 1980) so we are back to the intractable problem of comparing the extensions of hypotheses. Note that in the context of word learning, the Size Principle here is also a statistical version of the mutual exclusivity constraint in word learning (e.g., Markman and Wachtel 1988), also known as the Uniqueness Principle (Wexler and Culicover 1980) or Principle of Contrast (Clark 1987), all of which fall under the rubric of indirect negative evidence (Pinker 1989: p15). The Bayesian Size Principle provides a different formulation of indirect negative evidence but it does not in general make it more computationally feasible.

In sum, the Bayesian inference model involves highly complex computational operations. Simulation results on several problems in language learning show that it does not provide superior performance than much simpler traditional models. However, the true test of learning
models lies not in conceptual arguments but how it fares under realistic conditions of language acquisition that involve specific linguistic details. Although the general problem of using indirect negative evidence (e.g., via the Size Principle) is still intractable, there may be special cases where the extensions of the superset and subset grammars can be directly compared. In the remainder of this section, I use a concrete example to show that indirect negative evidence, regardless of how it is formulated, is ineffective when situated in a realistic setting of language acquisition.

3.3 Optimal inference and the statistics of language

The empirical case study concerns the properties of a certain class of English adjectives in (7):

(7) a. The cat is asleep. ??The asleep cat.
    b. The boss is away. ??The away boss.
    c. The dog is awake. ??The awake dog.
    d. The child is alone. ??The alone child.
    e. The troops are around. ??The around troops.

The adjective here can be used predicatively like typical adjectives but their attributive usage in a pre-nominal position inside an NP is ill-formed. These items all start with a schwa a-, which will be referred to as a-adjectives.

The a-adjectives offer a perfect application for indirect negative evidence. The learner is to acquire a subset hypothesis (g) which only allows predicative usage, and to reject a superset hypothesis (G) which admits both predicative and attributive usage, which will allocate some probability mass for patterns such as “the asleep cat”. For a corpus of English data (D) that contains a-adjectives, the expected attributive usage under G fails to show, thereby gradually lowering the likelihood of \( P(D|G) \). Given enough time, the posterior probability \( P(G|D) \) will lose out to \( P(g|D) \), allowing the learner to adopt the correct, subset, hypothesis g. A search in the roughly two million words of child English in the public domain (MacWhinney 2000) yields about 2,300 tokens of a-adjectives: not a single instance of attributive usage is found. Although the child data is pooled from a large number of subjects, the average age of the learner is just over 2;10. English-learning children evidently acquire the syntactic properties of a-adjectives very early, and the distributional evidence must be robustly available.\(^9\)

Previous accounts of a-adjective acquisition follow exactly this argument even though they are not always explicitly formulated in a Bayesian framework. For frequency-based accounts such as Stefanowitsch (2008), if a sufficiently frequent adjective fails to appear in an attributive position, it would constitute as evidence for its ungrammaticality. Similarly, Boyd and Goldberg (2011) invoke the strategy of statistical preemption: instead of using non-occurrence as cues for ungrammaticality, the child assumes that the syntactic forms that realize the same meaning are mutually exclusive: as Pinker (1989) notes, this is also a form of indirect negative evidence as suggested by Wexler and Culicover (1980) and Clark (1987). More concretely, if the semantic expression “the asleep cat” is called for, and the child consistently observes attestations in the relative clause (e.g., “the cat that is asleep”), then they will over time conclude that the attributive form is impossible. That is, the relative clause form preempts the attributive form.

\(^9\)It is logically possible, though I believe unlikely, that the superset hypothesis of attributive usage is already ruled before the child has uttered a word. If so, then the onus is on the advocate of indirect negative evidence to demonstrate the reality of this very brief stage.
It is easy to cast these proposals in a Bayesian formulation. In fact, recent studies of Bayesian learning have made use of overhypothesis (Kemp et al. 2007), adopted from Goodman's well-known discussion (1955), a form of knowledge abstracted over a class of individual items. Hierarchical Bayesian models can make inference over multiple levels of abstraction, from individual words and sentences to lexical cases and rules to universal constraints on language; see Perfors et al. 2010 for an application in syntactic learning. In the present study, one may wish to consider the a-adjectives as a natural class, and there are in fact linguistic and developmental evidence that children must do so; see Yang 2015 for extensive discussion. If so, the indirect negative evidence would be stronger and presumably more effective: the Size Principle will disfavor the superset hypothesis more significantly because “the number of consistent examples” (Xu and Tenenbaum 2007) is larger when evaluated on the entire class than on any specific lexical item.

But these proposals do not seem to work, whether or not the a-adjectives as evaluated as individual items or collectively as a class under the overhypothesis formulation. The fundamental problem can be started simply: the superset hypothesis cannot be effectively ruled out due to the statistical properties of child-directed English. As such, indirect negative evidence leads to very poor learning results such that the a-adjectives cannot be distinguished from typical adjectives.

Our empirical study draws from two sets of data from the public domain. The first part is a parsed corpus of approximately 180,000 child directed sentences about 440,000 words in all (Pearl and Sprouse 2013). The parsed corpus facilitates search for specific syntactic structures that will be important for evaluating adjectives. The second part is a 4.5 million word corpus of child-directed English in the CHILDES database (MacWhinney 2000), which corresponds to about a year's data that many English-learning children receive (Hart and Risley 1995). Both sets of data contain exactly twelve a-adjectives:

(8) across, afraid, ahead, alike, alone, apart, around, ashamed, asleep, awake, aware, away

Consider the use of indirect negative evidence that exploits frequency and absence. All the twelve a-adjectives are relatively common words so as to appear in a modest 440,000 word corpus. But none of them is sufficiently frequent such that their failure to appear attributively would be remarkable. In the parsed corpus, there are 517 predicatively used adjectives, including the twelve a-adjectives, with an average frequency of 13.75. There are also 575 attributively used adjectives with a noun phrase, with an average frequency of 14.73: the a-adjectives, as expected, never appear there. The intersection of the two sets produces 198 adjectives that are used both predicatively and attributively, with an average frequency of 57.7. This is also expected, because higher frequency adjectives have more opportunities to be used in both constructions. But only one of the 12 a-adjectives (afraid, with a frequency of 73 out of 440,000) falls into this higher frequency range; and many of the other 11 a-adjectives appear only once or twice and their absence of attributive use is not at all conspicuous. At the same time, even a cursory search reveals that the corpus contains many typical adjectives (e.g., careful, sorry, ready) that are much more frequent than afraid but appear exclusively predicatively: unlike the a-adjectives, these adjectives can appear attributively.

Evaluating the a-adjectives as a class under the overhypothesis approach (Kemp et al. 2007, Perfors et al. 2010) does not help. In the parsed corpus, there are collectively 143 a-adjectives. But even as a class, the a-adjectives are still less frequent than typical adjectives such as sorry and careful, which do not appear attributively: thus the Size Principle cannot accurately identify the a-adjectives as a class either. In fact, even in the 4.5 million text corpus, a part-of-speech tagger
shows that the a-adjectives are, even collectively, still less frequent than sorry and careful which still do not appear attributively. Even if one were to abandon the rigidity of logical inference, the absence of evidence still cannot be used as evidence of absence.

The strategy of statistical preemption by the relative clause paraphrase (Boyd and Goldberg 2011) fares far worse. I direct the reader to Yang 2015 for details. The problem is that adjectives are very rarely used in relative clauses to modify noun phrases (on average, only once almost every 3,000 utterances). Only three out of the twelve a-adjectives are used in a relative clause at all in 4.5 million words of child-directed English, and there are also many typical adjectives that, when modifying noun phrases, are exclusively used in the relative clause form. The rates of false positives and false negatives under the paraphrase preemption are extremely high.

Taken together, it is very unlikely for indirect negative evidence to reveal the syntactic properties of the a-adjectives. Once the superset hypothesis (attributive plus predicative usage) is introduced, there is no sufficient statistical evidence to rule it out. The failure of indirect negative evidence can be attributed to the inherent statistical distribution of language. Under Zipf’s law, which applies to linguistic units (e.g., words) as well as their combinations (e.g., N-grams, phrases, rules; see Yang 2013), it is very difficult to distinguish low probability events and impossible events. In the present case, the statistical distribution of language cannot separate the a-adjectives that resist attributive usage by design from the typical adjectives that fail to show attributive usage by chance.

The correct identification of a-adjectives, which I develop in a recent article (Yang 2015), is to turn indirect negative evidence on its head. Note that the superset hypothesis is defined in terms of the distributional differences between a-adjectives and typical adjectives, but these differences are undetectable in realistic linguistic input as we have just seen. The alternative strategy is a positive one, as it exploits the distributional similarities between a-adjectives and other linguistic units, specifically locative participles such as on, off, here, there, etc. and prepositional phrases, both of which resist attributive usage (“the light is on/"the on light”, “the car is on the road/"the on the road car”). Under this approach, the superset hypothesis is never available to the learner, and there is no need to rule it out.11

To summarize the discussion thus far: neither generative grammar nor the Marrian levels, two highly successful paradigms in cognitive science, provides philosophical and methodological support for idealized models. None of these specific criticism in the domain of language — variation, change, gaps, a-adjectives — is necessarily decisive: the Bayesian model can be amended with other assumptions and even formal complexity arguments can be circumvented by appealing to the current ignorance of how the brain works and what the child is ultimately capable of computing. But I hope to have made clear that the empirical aspects of language and language acquisition do pose significant challenges: At the minimum, it is worth pursuing alternative solutions.

Presumably, there are more than two such typical adjectives, but here a cursory evaluation is sufficient. 11 Can the “a-adjective as PP” hypothesis developed in Yang 2015 be cast in terms of Bayesian inference? Absolutely: the Bayesian framework is extremely flexible. But doing so entails the acknowledgement that the Bayesian formulation of indirect negative evidence, which is its central appeal in the study of linguistic generalization, is no longer at play and the Bayesian framework is superfluous.
4 A Minimalist Evaluation Metric

Since the beginning of formal learning research (Gold 1967), the Subset Problem has always been formidable. Naturally, one way to limit the damage is to ensure the Subset Problem never, or rarely arises, in the acquisition of language. Constraining the space of possible grammar has proved successful from both typological (Baker 2001) and developmental perspective (Crain and Thornton 2000, Yang 2002b). In the case of syntactic parameters, evidence for one value does seem to constitute evidence against the opposite value. Another strategy is to provide empirical evidence that the subset grammar is in fact a default option from which the learner starts, and the larger grammar is only accessed upon the presentation of data that contradicts the small grammar. A good deal of formal and empirical research in language development is devoted to working out such nested hierarchies in the grammatical options (Chomsky 1981, Prince and Smolensky 1993) available to the learner (Berwick 1985, Roeper and Williams 1987, Dresher and Kaye 1990), including the acquisition of semantics and pragmatics (Crain 2012). The child would not over-generalize and the Subset Problem does not arise.

But innate parameters and defaults cannot solve all of the learning problems. There are clearly rules and generalizations that are language or even lexically specific — such as the a-adjectives and the dative constructions — and must be acquired on inductive basis. Nevertheless, the reservation with indirect negative evidence has prompted researchers to reformulate the hypotheses available to the child such that the superset hypothesis is not postulated and the Subset Problem is a non-issue; see, for instance, the treatment of a-adjectives in Yang 2015 briefly reviewed above. This impetus seems lost with the rise of probabilistic learning models. The apparent ease with which indirect negative evidence can be incorporated into the Bayesian inference framework (e.g., the Size Principle) gives the false impression that the Subset Problem has been resolved. But as we have seen in the case of a-adjectives, the problem remains intractable, and inherent, due to the statistical distribution of language.

In some cases of language learning, however, it is clear that the superset hypothesis is entertained, and children do backtrack from it. The most clear, and best studied, case is the acquisition of the dative constructions in English first discussed in a classic paper by C. L. Baker (1979).

(9) a. John gave the team a prize.
   John gave a prize to the team.
 b. John assigned the students a textbook.
   John assigned a textbook to the students.
 c. *John donated the museum the painting.
   John donated the painting to the museum.
 d. John guaranteed the fans a victory.
   *John guaranteed a victory to the fans.

The verbs “give” (9a) and “promise” (9b) can freely alternate between the double object construction and the to-dative construction. However, semantically very similar verbs such as “donate” can only appear in the to-dative construction, and “guarantee” is exactly the opposite. How to draw just the right level of dative generalizations has been known as Baker’s Paradox: it has been
a major problem in theoretical syntax as well as language acquisition, with a substantial cross-
linguistic literature devoted to its resolution.

It has been long noted that children produce over-generalization errors during the course of
dative acquisition. According to Gropen et al. (1989)’s quantitative analysis of English children’s
production data, about 5% of all dative constructions are over-regularizations such as those in
(10) (see also Bowerman 1988):

(10) I said her no.
I whisper you something.
Mattie demonstrated me that yesterday.

These errors presumably will be eliminated as children grow older. So the superset hypothe-
sis is cognitively available, developmentally accessed, and from which the child must gradually
retreat. The Subset Problem needs to be solved — without indirect negative evidence.

In what follows, I will briefly review the Tolerance Principle, a learning theoretic device that
guides the child to discover productive processes in language. Evaluating child-directed English
data, I show that the Tolerance Principle provides a simple and effective solution to Baker’s Para-
dox.

4.1 The Tolerance Principle

The Tolerance Principle was initiated to address an apparently simple problem: How does an
English-learning child recognize that the -ed rule is the productive rule applicable to an unlimited number of verbs? We follow a strong intuition is shared by almost all researchers of linguistic productivity (Aronoff 1976). Namely, a rule is productive if it applies to most items to which it’s applicable. But if a rule has too many exceptions, then the learner will decide against its productivity. This naturally invites an Evaluation Metric based approach: the learner will value highly a rule that has fewer exceptions than one that has more exceptions, and there exists a “tipping point”, so to speak, such that the exceptions to a rule overwhelm its productivity.

The critical question, then, is how many exceptions are enough. In computational terms, there are two, and only two, measures that figure into complexity considerations: space and time. Both metrics are in principle valid for the study of language and the choice must be based on their empirical merits. Recently, there has been much interest in the distributional learning of language, often couched in the Minimum Description Length (MDL) framework (Rissanen 1978) or other formally equivalent or similar approaches (Goldsmith 2001, Tenenbaum and Griffiths 2001, Chater and Vitányi 2007), following developments in natural language processing (e.g., de Marcken 1996). The MDL framework views the grammar as a data compression device, and is indeed an Evaluation Metric used in the earliest work in generative grammar (Chomsky 1951, 1955). It strives to minimize the structural description of data, to eliminate redundancies and to obtain the simplest and most elegant statement of the grammar. For instance, the regular -ed rule obviously contributes to the economy of storage such that thousands of regular verbs needn’t be individually listed for past tense. One can conceivably devise a scheme such that the postulation of a rule is justified when it achieves more space-saving than lexical listing.

At the present time, however, an MDL approach seems a recipe for ad hocism. Because we understand preciously little about the constraints on linguistic memory and computation, we have no principled basis to evaluate the cost of storing a word, or the cost of storing a rule, or
the cost of storing the mapping between words and the rules that apply to them. Without having an independent measure of these quantities, we do not have a well-motivated currency to quantify the minimization of storage under different organizations of language. To make the matter worse, we have few concrete clues on the child learner’s computational power, without which we cannot be certain how much compression can be squeezed out of the data. If pursued to the limit, the “M” in MDL may yield highly abstract descriptions of language such that the storage for words is minimized but the derivational complexity of the inflected forms is maximized. As it stands, the MDL approach does not move us closer to an empirical understanding of language acquisition.

Instead of space, consider time. The Tolerance Principle provides an evaluation metric that quantifies real time language processing. In particular, we suggest that the learner always chooses the more efficient, i.e., faster, organization of word formation. A productive rule is postulated if it speeds up language processing; otherwise the learner resorts to lexical listing. In the sense, the Tolerance Principle can be viewed as a “third factor” component in the Minimalist approach to language:

(a) principles of data analysis that might be used in language acquisition and other domains; (b) principles of structural architecture and developmental constraints that enter into canalization, organic form, and action over a wide range, including principles of efficient computation, which would be expected to be of particular significance for computational systems such as language. It is the second of these subcategories that should be of particular significance in determining the nature of attainable languages. (Chomsky 2005: p6)

Specifically, we conjecture that the Elsewhere Condition (Anderson 1969, Kiparsky 1973), a general principle for the organization of linguistic information, simultaneously acts as an algorithmic process of linguistic processing. According to the Elsewhere Condition, also known as the Blocking Principle in psycholinguistics (Pinker 1999), exceptions to a rule are evaluated prior to the application of the rule. For instance, when an English speaker is to inflect the past tense of a verb, they first examine if the verb is one of the irregulars: if so, an irregular past tense will be generated; otherwise the regular -ed rule applies. If so, then as the number of exceptions to a rule increases, then rule-following items will have to “wait” before they are inflected. By contrast, the cost of lexical listing without a productive rule is simply the time complexity of processing each item weighted by its frequency. The reader is referred to Chapter 3 of Yang 2016 for review of the psycholinguistic literature that establishes the serial nature of the Elsewhere Condition in online language processing. By comparing the cost of full listing and the cost of a rule plus listing exceptions, we can derive the threshold at which it is cheaper, i.e., faster, to maintain productivity. Under general assumptions about word frequencies, it is possible to prove the following:

(11) **Tolerance Principle:**

If \( R \) is a productive rule applicable to \( N \) candidates, then the following relation holds between \( N \) and \( e \), the number of exceptions that could but do not follow \( R \):

\[
e \leq \theta_N \text{ where } \theta_N := \frac{N}{\ln N}
\]
Note that the Tolerance Principle is a “parameter free” learning model. Neither the researcher nor the child needs to calibrate the model before applying the learning data, and it always makes a specific prediction for any two values of \(N\) and \(e\): the rule is either productive or not, which strongly corresponds to the cross-linguistic acquisition of productivity. In this sense, the Tolerance Principle is quite unlike current Bayesian models of learning as well as generalization models from psychology (e.g., Anderson 1991, Nosofsky et al. 1994), all of which require the fitting of parameter values against data or experimental results.

In Yang 2016, I present dozens of empirical case studies to show that the Tolerance Principle makes accurate predictions about where productivity arises in language and where it collapses. For productivity to emerge, the slow growth of the \(N/\ln N\) function suggests that there must be an overwhelming number of rule-following items in order to overcome exceptions. Recent experiments using the artificial language paradigm with young children have produced near-categorical support for the numerical predictions of the Tolerance Principle (Schuler et al. 2016). In one condition, young children learn nine novel nouns five of which share a plural suffix and the other four are idiosyncratic. In another condition, the mixture is three with the same suffix and six idiosyncratic ones. The choices of \(5/4\) and \(3/6\) are deliberate: the Tolerance Principle predicts the productive extension of the shared suffix in the \(5/4\) condition because 4 exceptions are below the threshold \((\theta_N = 4.2)\), but no generalization in the \(3/6\) conditions. In the latter case, despite the statistical dominance of the shared suffix, the six exceptions exceed the threshold. When presented on additional novel items in a Wug-like test, all children in the \(5/4\) condition generalized in a process akin to the productive use of English -ed, and none in the \(3/6\) condition did, much like speakers trapped in morphological gaps. Here I give only two simple applications to illustrate the mechanics of the Tolerance Principle in action.

First, consider the acquisition of English past tense. Suppose an English learner knows \(e = 120\) irregular verbs, the productivity of the -ed rule is guaranteed only if there are many more regular verbs. Specifically, there must be \(N\) verbs, including both regulars and irregulars, such that \(\theta_N = N/\ln N \geq 120\). The minimum value of \(N\) is 800. In other words, if there are at least 680 regular verbs in English, the -ed rule can tolerate 120 irregular verbs. Since there are clearly more than 680 regular verbs in English, the learner will be justified to conclude that the -ed rule is productive and can be extended to novel items (Berko 1958).

In fact, the prediction can be made more precisely, potentially at the individual level. After all, productivity is determined by the numerical values of \(N\) and \(e\), which are determined by a child learner's vocabulary — and individuals' vocabulary size and composition necessarily differ to some extent. Consider “Adam”, the poster child for English past tense acquisition (Pinker 1999). Adam produced the first instance of over-regularization error — “What dat feeled like?” — at the age of 2;11. In the transcript of almost a year prior to that point, not a single irregular verb past tense was used incorrectly. If we take over-regularization as the onset of the productivity of -ed, then it must be the case that at this point, Adam has acquired a sufficiently large number of regulars to overwhelm the irregulars. To test this prediction, I extracted every verb stem in Adam's speech until 2;11. There are \(N = 300\) verbs in all, out of which \(e = 57\) are irregulars, which is very close to the predicted \(\theta_{300} = 53\), and the small discrepancy may be due to the undersampling of the regular verbs which tend to be lower in frequency and are more likely to be missed in a modest sample. The critical point to note here is that Adam apparently needed a filibuster-proof majority of regular verbs to acquire the -ed rule: this is strongly consistent with the predictions of the Tolerance Principle.
Second, consider the absence of a productive suffix in the Polish masculine singular genitive system reviewed earlier (5). Recall that there are two suffixes, -a and -u, but neither is productive. According to the Tolerance Principle, it must be the case that neither -a nor -u applies to a sufficiently large number of nouns so as that one becomes the productive rule and the other applies only to a list of exceptions. To test this prediction, Margaret Borowycz and I examined the distribution of Polish nouns from the child-directed Polish as made available in the CHILDES corpus (MacWhinney 2000). There are 837 masculine nouns that take -a in the singular genitive, and 516 that take -u. For a total of $N = 837 + 516 = 1353$ nouns, a productive suffix can only emerge if there are fewer than $\theta_{1353} = 187$ exceptions, which is clearly not met here. Thus, we correctly predict that the Polish learner can do no more than learning the suffix for every single noun: the absence of a productive suffix means that for nouns whose inflected forms are not already in language use, speakers will be unsure about which suffix is applicable as shown in (5).

4.2 From necessity to sufficiency to retreat

Before considering the application to the Tolerance Principle to the acquisition of dative constructions, let us consider a hypothetical example, the kind that is likely to arise in any instance of inductive learning problem.

Imagine having shipwrecked on a desert island. If you come across ten exotic species, seven of which are tame and friendly, you’ll probably assume the next encounter is harmless: seven of ten seems pretty good odds. But one of ten? Two out of ten? You’d be well-advised to proceed with caution.

Generalizations evidently requires weight of evidence: seven exemplars appear sufficient but one or two probably won’t do. This is not to say that the sufficiency of evidence is fail-proof: the other three species, with which we have had no direct experience, may well turn out to be dangerous. Nor does sufficiency guarantee permanence: if an additional twenty species have come our way, suddenly seven out of thirty no longer inspire confidence.

On my view, while the Subset Problem in Baker’s Paradox is a genuine challenge, its severity has been exaggerated by linguists and psycholinguists. Indeed, if the child were to receive only the four verbs in (9; “give”, “assign”, “donate”, and “promise”) and still must generalize correctly, the Subset Program would be intractable. But as the desert island example shows, it would be absurd for the child to generalize the properties attested in two examples (“give” and “assign”) to an entire class. In the spirit of the Tolerance Principle, we propose the following corollary:

(12) **The Principle of Sufficiency:**

Let $R$ be a generalization over $N$ items, of which $M$ items are attested to follow $R$. $R$ can be extended to all $N$ items if and only iff:

$$N - M < \theta_N \quad \text{where} \quad \theta_N := \frac{N}{\ln N}$$

Before the positive evidence is sufficient, that is, $M$ sits below the sufficiency threshold, the learner lexicalizes all $M$ items and does not generalize beyond them. Without any kind of generalization, the problem of over-generalization does not even arise. That is, Baker’s Paradox involving the verb *donate* as in (9) is a non-issue unless the child has observed a significant majority of similar verbs attested in the double object and *to*-dative construction — which, as we shall see,
probably won't happen during the first few years of language acquisition. Only when \( M \) crosses the sufficiency threshold does \( R \) become a truly productive rule.

The Principle of Sufficiency has a built-in mechanism for retreating from over-generalization. Suppose \( N = 50 \) and the learner has accumulated \( M = 40 \) instances to warrant a generalization (\( 50 - 40 = 10 < \theta_{50} = 12 \)). But further down the road, \( N \) starts to increase again. Suppose that \( N \) has grown to 70 with 20 more items but \( M \) has been standing still at 40: now the rule will cease to be productive (\( 70 - 40 = 30 > \theta_{70} = 16 \)) and the learner will lexicalize all 40 items and the once productive generalization will be abandoned. The dynamics of learning under the Principle of Sufficiency is exactly the same as under the Tolerance Principle, which we have seen extensively studied in the preceding pages.

Although the formalisms for the Principle of Sufficiency and Tolerance Principle are similar, an important logical and empirical difference remains. The Tolerance Principle keeps track of exceptions to a rule \( R \), that is, attested items that explicitly defy \( R \). The Principle of Sufficiency, by contrast, asserts that unless the sufficiency threshold has been crossed, the learner is in a state of ambivalence regarding the \((N - M)\) items that he/she knows nothing about: “I’m not sure” is an OK answer. That is, in contrast to the use of indirect negative evidence, the Principle of Sufficiency does not conclude that unattested forms are ungrammatical — or grammatical, for that matter. Absence of evidence is *not* evidence of absence.

The Principle of Sufficiency provides a straightforward solution for the acquisition of datives; see Yang 2016 for details. For the ease of presentation, we will only consider the acquisition of the double object construction: children’s initial over-generalization (“she said me no”) and then subsequent retreat from it. Following the methodological practice of situating learning models in actual language acquisition data, we examine the distribution of verbs that participate in the double object construction (“verb NP NP”). In a five million word corpus of child-directed English, I identified a total of 42 verbs used in the double object construction. Of these, 38 have a very clearly identifiable semantics of “caused possession”, which we assume is identifiable if the learner is equipped with a suitable set of semantic primitives (e.g., Grimshaw 1990, Jackendoff 1990). The four exceptions, well below the threshold \( \theta_{42} = 11 \), do not convey caused possession but are all performative verbs (“call”, “consider”, “name”, and “pronounce”). Thus, it seems that the semantic condition necessary for double object construction, now widely recognized by many researchers (e.g., Groen et al. 1989, Pinker 1989, Levin 1993, Pesetsky 1995, Krifka 1999), needn’t be stated as a UG primitive but can acquired from the language specific data under a principled learning model.

(13) In English, if a verb appears in the double object construction, then it will have the semantics of caused possession.

At this point, the child may consider the converse of (13), in trying to establish the validity of caused possession as a *sufficient* condition for the double object condition. Again pouring over the child-directed English corpus, we establish the set of caused possession verbs \( N \) to see if the subset of \( M = 38 \), which are actually used in the double object construction, constitutes sufficient evidence for generalization to the entire set. In the present case, there are in fact an additional 11 verbs that belong to the semantic class but fails to appear in a double object construction:

(14) address, deliver, describe, explain, introduce, return, transport, ship, mention, report, say
This is an interesting list. For some of the items in (14), e.g., *introduce* and *say*, the double object construction is ungrammatical:

(15) *John introduced the kids a new dish.
    *John said Bill something mean.

whereas others do allow the double object construction but did not have the opportunity to do so:

(16) John shipped Bill his purchase.

But of course, the child does not know why the verbs in (14) fail to appear in the double object construction (ungrammaticality or lack of opportunity). Nevertheless, a sufficiently large number of verbs, namely $M = 38$, is able to trigger the following generalization on the basis of the child-directed English corpus: $11 < \theta_{40} = 12$ satisfies the Principle of Sufficiency.

(17) If a verb has the semantics of caused possession, then it can appear in the double object construction.

This immediately accounts for the overgeneralization errors in (10) such as “She said me no”, as well as experimental evidence that children as young as 3;0 have productive usage of the dative constructions upon learning a novel verb with the appropriate semantic properties (e.g., Conwell and Demuth 2007).

Now the critical part of the Subset Problem: How does the child retreat from the (over)generalization in (17)? After exhausting the child-directed English data in the public domain, I do not believe the problem is likely to arise for a young child. As noted by Gropen et al. 1989, verbs such as *donate* are far too rare to be learned early. Indeed, latinate vocabulary, which includes *donate* and other verbs at the heart of the Subset Problem, is generally acquired in a school setting (Tyler and Nagy 1989, Jarmulowicz 2002).

According to Levin’s encyclopedic survey (1993: p45-48), there are in fact more caused possession verbs (138) that resist the double object construction that those that allow it (115): 115 out of 253 certainly does warrant any productive generalization. However, many of these verbs are rare and probably will not enter into the calibration of productivity for most English learners. By making suitable frequency estimates (see Yang 2016: Section 6.3 for details), one can “trim” the verbs to a relatively common set of 92. Still, only 52 can be expected to appear in the double object construction. But this falls short of the threshold imposed by the Principle of Sufficiency: a productive generalization for 92 items requires $92 - \theta_{92} = 72$ positive instances. The generalization in (17) is no longer productive, and the learner will now need to lexicalize every verb that appears in the double object construction: errors such as those in (10) will be eliminated as the learner, after acquiring a sufficiently large vocabulary, successfully retreats from a superset hypothesis.

There are additional moves available to the learner. For instance, the learner may subdivide the 92 caused possession verbs into finer classes such as “ballistic motion”, “manner of speaking” etc. (Gropen et al. 1989, Pinker 1989, Levin 1993, Pesetsky 1995), assuming that the semantic attributes associated with such categorization, which may include both linguistic and

Unsurprisingly, the verbs which allow the construction are considerably more frequent than those that do not. This accounts for the justified productivity of (17) when evaluated on a corpus of child-directed speech which contains the relatively high frequency words.
non-linguistic factors, are accessible to the learner. The Principle of Sufficiency can be applied recursively, detecting productive generalizations in some of these subclasses. One such class may be verbs of “telecommunication”: fax, phone, telegram, etc., leading to the immediately availability of the construction when verbs such as email and text entered into the English lexicon. Certain phonological and morphological constraints of verbs (Green 1974, Oehrle 1976) can be successfully identified.

5 Conclusion

Although much of this article has been a critique of the Bayesian program, my main purpose has been to articulate a clear, and I think promising, direction for language acquisition. In the age of big data and big machines, it is still important to regard learning as a psychological theory within the means of plausible cognitive processes and realistic input conditions. One should of course always strive for the most general solution but not at the expense of the specific issues at the heart of the empirical domain. As I have tried to make clear, the distributional properties of language — inherent variation, morphological gaps, Zipf’s Law, etc., — poses many interesting puzzles that do not easily yield to generic formulations of learning such as optimal statistical inference. Further, the ecological condition of language acquisition (e.g., no negative evidence) restrict the computational resources that would be available in other domains. Especially acute is the Subset Problem. The Bayesian approach gives the appearance of a principled solution but the additional machineries are of no benefits when evaluated in a realistic setting of language acquisition.

At the same time, I submit that the Tolerance Principle, and its Sufficiency corollary, provide a unified treatment for productivity and generalization in language. All things being equal — even though they rarely are — simpler learning models that bridge the Marrian levels should be preferred over those that only operate in an idealized setting. By maintaining the constraint of simplicity and building on the commitment to empirical issues in language learning and use, I hope to have provided a 21st century upgrade for the Evaluation Metric, a traditional concept from the birth of modern linguistics. May it live long and prosper.
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